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NLO and the Les Houches wishlist
 NLO is the first order at which the
normalization, and sometimes the
shape, can be taken seriously
 A great deal of effort has gone into
calculations of 2->3 processes, and
now we even have a formalism(s) for
tackling 2->4
 The Les Houches wishlist from
2005/2007 is filling up slowly but
progressively. The effort in 2009 will
result in an updated Les Houches list.
For the Les Houches 2009 writeup, I
would like to specify not only the new
calculations needed, but the level of
accuracy to which we need to know
them. This would tell us, for example,
whether EW corrections are needed
as well
 Public code/ntuples will make the
contributions to this wishlist the most
useful/widely cited.

Consider tTbB (from wishlist)

NLO
LO

scale dependence
reduced at NLO;
non-monotonic, i.e.
there’s a semiparabolic shape

K-factors
 Often we work at LO by necessity (parton shower
Monte Carlos), but would like to know the impact of
NLO corrections
 K-factors (NLO/LO) can be a useful short-hand for this
information
 But caveat emptor; the value of the K-factor depends on
a number of things
◆ PDFs used at LO and NLO
◆ scale(s) at which the cross sections are evaluated
 And often the NLO corrections result in a shape
change, so that one K-factor is not sufficient to modify
the LO cross sections

K-factor table from CHS paper

K-factors
for LHC
slightly
less
K-factors
at
Tevatron
K-factors
with NLO
PDFs at
LO are
more
often
closer
to unity

CTEQ modified LO PDFs
 Discussed already in several
PDF4LHC meetings
 Preprint available on the
archive today (0910.4183)
 Three different flavors of
PDFs
◆ CT09MCS: momentum
sum rule kept; fit to NLO
pseudo-data
◆ CT09MC1: 1-loop αs;
momentum sum rule
violated (by ~10%); fit to
NLO pseudo-data;
◆ CT09MC2: 2-loop αs;
momentum sum rule
violated (by ~14%); fit to
NLO pseudo-data

Effects of parton showering
 Parton showering
induces suppression
for Higgs production
at forward regions
◆ compare for
example the two
red curves
 Tends to make
production more
central
 Effect is large for 10
GeV Higgs
 Decreases for more
realistic values/
higher Q2 processes

10 GeV
Higgs

120 GeV
Higgs

300 GeV
Higgs

Comparison of W/Z rapidity distributions

Lepton rapidity distributions

Comparison of PDFs

Comparison of PDFs

VBF Higgs production
 LO predictions from CT09MC2 and
CT09MCS bracket NLO prediction

K-factor table from CHS paper
mod LO PDF
K-factors
for LHC
slightly
less
K-factors
at
Tevatron
K-factors
with NLO
PDFs at
LO are
more
often
closer
to unity

Note K-factor
for W < 1.0,
since for this
table the
comparison
is to CTEQ6.1
and not to
CTEQ6.6,
i.e. corrections
to low x PDFs
due to
treatment of
heavy quarks
in CTEQ6.6
“built-in” to
mod LO PDFs

Now consider W + 3 jets
Consider a scale of mW for W + 1,2,3 jets. We
see the K-factors for W + 1,2 jets in the table
below, and recently the NLO corrections for W + 3
jets have been calculated, allowing us to estimate
the K-factors for that process.

Is the K-factor (at mW) at the LHC surprising?

Is the K-factor (at mW) at the LHC surprising?
The K-factors for W + jets (pT>30 GeV/c)
fall near a straight line, as do the K-factors
for the Tevatron. By definition, the K-factors
for Higgs + jets fall on a straight line.
Nothing special about mW; just a typical choice.
The only way to know a cross section to NLO,
say for W + 4 jets or Higgs + 3 jets, is to
calculate it, but in lieu of the calculations,
especially for observables that we have
deemed important at Les Houches,
can we make some rules of thumb?
Related to this is:
- understanding the reduced
scale dependences/pdf uncertainties for
cross section ratios we have been discussing
-scale choices at LO for cross sections
uncalculated at NLO

Is the K-factor (at mW) at the LHC surprising?
The K-factors for W + jets (pT>30 GeV/c)
fall near a straight line, as do the K-factors
for the Tevatron. By definition, the K-factors
for Higgs + jets fall on a straight line.
Nothing special about mW; just a typical choice.
The only way to know a cross section to NLO,
say for W + 4 jets or Higgs + 3 jets, is to
calculate it, but in lieu of the calculations,
especially for observables that we have
deemed important at Les Houches,
can we make rules of thumb?
Related to this is:
- understanding the reduced
scale dependences/pdf uncertainties for the
cross section ratios we have been discussing
-scale choices at LO for cross sections
calculated at NLO
-scale choices at LO for cross sections
uncalculated at NLO

Will it be
smaller still for
W + 4 jets?

Jet algorithms at LO/NLO
 Remember at LO, 1 parton = 1 jet
 By choosing a jet algorithm with
size parameter D, we are requiring
any two partons to be > D apart
 The matrix elements have 1/ΔR
poles, so larger D means smaller
cross sections
◆ it’s because of the poles that
we have to make a ΔR cut
 At NLO, there can be two (or more)
partons in a jet and jets for the first
time can have some structure
◆ we don’t need a ΔR cut, since
the virtual corrections cancel
the collinear singularity from
the gluon emission
◆ but there are residual logs
that can become important if
D is too small
 Increasing the size parameter D
increases the phase space for
including an extra gluon in the jet,
and thus increases the cross
section at NLO (in most cases)

d
z=pT2/pT1

For D=Rcone,
Region I = kT
jets, Region II
(nominally) =
cone jets; I say
nominally
because in data
not all of Region
II is included for
cone jets
not true for WbB, for example

Is the K-factor (at mW) at the LHC surprising?
The problem is not the NLO cross section; that is well-behaved.
The problem is that the LO cross section sits ‘too-high’. The reason (one of them)
for this is that we are ‘too-close’ to the collinear pole (R=0.4)
leading to an enhancement of the LO cross section (doubleenhancement if the gluon is soft (~20 GeV/c)). Note that at LO,
the cross section increases with decreasing R; at NLO it decreases.
The collinear dependence gets stronger as njet increases.
The K-factors for W + 3 jets would be more normal (>1) if a larger
cone size and/or a larger jet pT cutoff were used. But that’s a LO
problem; the best approach is to use the appropriate jet sizes/jet pT’s
for the analysis and understand the best scales to use at LO (matrix
element + parton shower) to approximate the NLO calculation
(as well as comparing directly to the NLO calculation).
cone jet of 0.4

blue=NLO; red=LO
NLO
20 GeV
pTjetpTjet =20 GeV
LO

30 GeV
=30 GeV
=40 GeV
40 GeV

x

x

NB: here I have used CTEQ6.6 for both LO and NLO; CTEQ6L1 would shift LO curves up

For 3 jets,
the LO
collinear
singularity
effects are
even more
pronounced.

W + jets at the Tevatron
 At the Tevatron, mW is a
reasonable scale (in
terms of K-factor~1)

W + 3 jets at the LHC
A scale choice of mW would be in a region where LO >> NLO. In addition, such a
scale choice (or related scale choice), leads to sizeable shape differences in the
kinematic distributions. The Blackhat people found that a scale choice of HT
worked best to get a constant K-factor for all distributions that they looked at.
Note that from the point-of-view of only NLO, all cross sections with scales above
~100 GeV seem reasonably stable.

Some other observables

Soft collinear effective theory (SCET) suggests scales on the order of 1/4M2had +M2W,
where Mhad is the invariant mass of the jets

Choosing jet size
 Experimentally
◆

◆

in complex final
states, such as W + n
jets, it is useful to
have jet sizes smaller
so as to be able to
resolve the n jet
structure
this can also reduce
the impact of pileup/
underlying event

 Theoretically
◆

◆

◆

◆

hadronization effects
become larger as R
decreases
for small R, the ln R
perturbative terms referred
to previously can become
noticeable
this restriction in the gluon
phase space can affect the
scale dependence, i.e. the
scale uncertainty for an njet final state can depend
on the jet size,
…under investigation

Another motivation for the use of multiple jet algorithms/parameters in LHC
analyses.

The Goldilocks theorem may apply
 Take inclusive jet production at the LHC for transverse
momenta of the order of 50 GeV
 Look at the theory uncertainty due to scale dependence
as a function of jet size
 It appears to be a minimum for cone sizes of the order
of 0.7
◆

◆

◆

i.e. if you use a cone size of 0.4, there are residual uncancelled virtual effects
if you use a cone size of 1.0, you are adding too much tree
level information with its intrinsically larger scale uncertainty
now am trying to understand how to test the porridge in a
general way for any NLO prediction

To do list for LHC
 We have done some comparisons of ALPGEN+PS/NLO for W + 1,
2 jet final states
 It would be useful to generalize them to different scale choices, jet
sizes
◆ do the current choices lead to any problems?
◆ can we get better agreement in shape/size for kinematic
distributions with particular scales and/or jet sizes?
 …as well as extending to W + 3 jets
 I’m going through an exercise now with the authors of one of the
calculations for W + 3 jets, starting off with simple files, leading to
files of W + 3 jets at NLO

Jet vetos and scale dependence: WWjet
 Often, we cut on the
presence of an extra jet
 This can have the
impact of improving the
signal to background
ratio
◆

…and it may appear
that the scale
dependence is
improved

 However, in the cases I
know about, the scale
dependence was
anomalous at NLO
without the jet veto,
indicating the presence
of uncancelled logs
 The apparent
improvement in scale
dependence may be
illusory

Project for Les Houches writeup: to categorize
NLO calculations in terms of effect of jet veto

back to tTbB
from Stefano Pozzorini
here scale dependence
looks ok at inclusive
NLO

useful to make
a jet veto, but
even a cut on
the extra jet
of 50 GeV/c
can greatly
increase the
scale
uncertainty

Summary
 CT09MC preprint now on the archive
 The choice of the jet size can/will have an impact on the relative
size of the LO and NLO cross sections
◆
◆

relatively straightforward, but ignored up to this point
LO background rates for W + n jets may be too high with conventional
scales; the relative ratios for n+1/n jets may also be wrong

 The choice of the jet size can/will have an impact on the best scale
choice at LO/NLO
 relatively straightforward, but ignored up to this point
 W/Z + n-parton final states, with n large, will in general require larger
scales at LO in order to agree in shape with NLO calculations

 The choice of the jet size can/will have an impact on the size of the
scale uncertainty at NLO
◆

relatively straightforward, but ignored up to this point

 The application of a jet veto will lead to a degradation on the true
scale uncertainty of a cross section
◆

even if it appears that the scale uncertainty is getting better!
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